THE INDIAN STATUTORY COMMISSION
the League of Nations, should be made by the Government of India and  not by the
Secretary of State, Para 133.	.  .
102.	With the transfer of all subjects to a responsible ministry m the provinces
the rules under Section I9A of the Government of India Act, restricting the  Secretary
of State's power of intervention, should be extended  to  the  whole  provincial  field,
Para 134.	...
103.	In the case of subjects transferred  to responsible  ministers  in the Central
Government the above rule should apply, Para 134.
 104.	The Council of the Secretary of State should be abolished.    If, however, it is
retained it would be reconstituted in such a way that half the members are Indians
elected from the members of the Central Legislature, Para 1*5.
 105.	So long as the Secretary is to discharge his functions of superintendence and
control over any subject not transferred to the Government of India he should be
assisted by the appointment of two Indian Under-Secretaries  of State  of whom  at
least one should find a place in Parliament, Para 135.
 106.	So long as India does not obtain Dominion Status the  Indian  point of view
should be represented in Parliament.    Provision should accordingly be made  for the
representation of Indians in the British Parliament, Para 136.
Miscellaneous:—
 107.	A military college should immediately be established in  India and  in other
respects the recommendations of the Skeen Committee should be carried out, Para 137
 108.	A Supreme Court should be established in India, Para 138.
 109.	A declaration of certain fundamental rights should be   embodied in the
Government of India Act, Para 139.
no. Provision should be made in the Government of India Act which would
enable full Dominion Status to be attained without the necessity for further inquiries
by statutory commissions or other agency, Para 140.
Minutes of Dissents.
A careful perusal of the minutes of dissent and  explanatory memoranda attached
tlie report reveals the fact that several   attempts at compromise  were made on
ny points, mostly in vain, more especially on  the question of separate electorates
lor Muslims,
Sir Sankaran Nair, Raja Nawab Ali and Sardnr Shivdev Singh, who took their
stand nucompromisingly for the abolition of separate communal electorates, pointed
obi tfe*t communalism had infected national life and that one Chief Justice exclaim-
the Committee with a gesture of despair that he and his colleagues had
candidates for appointment on the communal basis at the instance
^W^ members of Government who owed their position to communal electorates.
T»e tenants of the All-Parties Muslim  Conference at  Delhi cut at  the root of the
ive Government.   There was   no   spontaneous   demand   for   separate
on the part of Muslims even in  1907, but it was put forward by them
instigation of an official whose name is well-known.
and Ws two colleagues also urged that the military budget should
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tte control of the Assembly and it should be cut down to one-third of the
wto one-third of the army was kept for the maintenance of internal
rd fov the defence of the frontier and one-third as covering the troops.
^^cd only for Bengal adalt .suffrage in order to ease the Hindu-
in tfeat province.	,
?ka<ie^ Stron^y f°r the separation of Burma and he said that
the Burma Government.   The Rurmans feel, said
^11?111 common with &* Indian a*d a^ues
?Eancial aad military relations between India and
by an authoritative tribunal presided  over by a
Arthur was for- law1 and order in the provinces
w nrnx-offieial not necessarily elected, but as for

